Instructions for Final Session Recorder

The Final Session Recorder has the responsibility of sitting in on the deliberations of the finalist judges, and does the following:

Record judges comments on each of the five student finalists. This includes:

- What the judges liked about the presentation and/or research
- What elements could have been improved
- What elements should be added
- What elements should be deleted from the presentation

Judges comments will no longer be handed out at the symposium in handwriting form. Please return written comments to Marissa Tanner. The Recorder will verbally relay any comments made by the judges to the teachers.

The results of the final deliberations will determine:

- A first place winner and second place winner who will go on to compete as oral presenters at National JSHS (48 regions)
- Third place winner who is an alternate in the event 1st or 2nd place winner cannot compete at the National JSHS, but will present their poster.
- Fourth place winner, will present their poster.
- Fifth place winner, will present their poster.

Please return all copies of all papers to Marissa Tanner. Do not give papers back to students.